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45

Abstract

46
47

Sentence comprehension requires the rapid analysis of semantic and syntactic

48

information. These processes are supported by a left hemispheric dominant fronto-

49

temporal network, including left posterior inferior frontal gyrus (pIFG) and posterior

50

superior temporal gyrus/sulcus (pSTG/STS). Previous electroencephalography

51

(EEG) studies have associated semantic expectancy within a sentence with a

52

modulation of the N400 and syntactic gender violations with increases in the LAN

53

and P600. Here, we combined focal perturbations of neural activity by means of short

54

bursts of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) with simultaneous EEG recordings

55

to probe the functional relevance of pIFG and pSTG/STS for sentence

56

comprehension. We applied 10 Hz TMS bursts of three pulses at verb onset during

57

auditory presentation of short sentences. Verb-based semantic expectancy and

58

article-based syntactic gender requirement were manipulated for the sentence final

59

noun. We did not find any TMS effect at the noun. However, TMS had a short-lasting

60

impact at the mid-sentence verb that differed for the two stimulation sites.

61

Specifically, TMS over pIFG elicited a frontal positivity in the first 200 ms post verb

62

onset whereas TMS over pSTG/STS was limited to a parietal negativity at 200-400

63

ms post verb onset. This indicates that during verb processing in sentential context,

64

frontal brain areas play an earlier role than temporal areas in predicting the upcoming

65

noun. The short-living perturbation effects at the mid-sentence verb suggest a high

66

degree of online compensation within the language system since the sentence final

67

noun processing was unaffected.

68
69
70

2

71

1. Introduction

72

Successful communication depends on the rapid comprehension of sentences.

73

Sentence comprehension develops over time in a relatively specific left hemisphere

74

dominant fronto-temporal brain network (Friederici, 2012; Maess, Mamashli, Obleser,

75

Helle, & Friederici, 2016; Obleser & Kotz, 2010). Across this time course, both the

76

semantic (i.e., meaning related) and syntactic (i.e., structural) content of the sentence

77

is constantly analyzed and specific predictions about the next words are generated

78

based on prior knowledge and contextual information (Bar, 2007; Bendixen,

79

Schroger, & Winkler, 2009; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2011; Kroczek & Gunter, 2017;

80

Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2015; Rao & Ballard, 1999). To investigate the processing of

81

the semantic and syntactic content, most of the previous studies examined how well

82

words are integrated at particular positions in a sentence (cf. Friederici, 2017; Kutas

83

& Federmeier, 2011; Van Petten & Luka, 2012).

84

With respect to the brain regions associated with semantic and syntactic

85

aspects of sentence processing, previous functional neuroimaging studies have

86

shown that both the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (BA44, BA45) and posterior

87

superior temporal gyrus / sulcus (pSTG/STS) contribute to successful sentence

88

comprehension (e.g. Obleser and Kotz, 2010). Specifically, the left anterior IFG

89

(aIFG, BA45) was discussed to be involved in semantic processes (Hagoort, 2005;

90

Price, 2010; Goucha & Friederici, 2015). Aside from left aIFG, left angular gyrus was

91

also assigned a key role in semantic processing, both at the word and sentence level

92

(e.g. Hartwigsen et al., 2016; Obleser et al., 2007; Obleser and Kotz, 2010).

93

Moreover, variation of the semantic expectancy of a sentence key noun was –

94

among other regions – associated with left pSTG/STS and adjacent posterior middle

95

temporal gyrus (Baumgaertner, Weiller, & Buchel, 2002; Hartwigsen et al., 2017;

96

Lau, Phillips, & Poeppel, 2008; Obleser & Kotz, 2010). Morpho-syntactic processing,
3

97

on the other hand, was specifically associated with left posterior IFG (pIFG, BA44)

98

(Hammer, Goebel, Schwarzbach, Munte, & Jansma, 2007). For instance, increased

99

activity in pIFG was reported for the processing of syntactic gender violations in

100

determiner phrases such as ‘das Baum’ (the[neuter] tree[masculine]) instead of the correct

101

‘der Baum’ (the[masculine] tree[masculine]) (Heim, van Ermingen, Huber, & Amunts, 2010).

102

Regarding the time-course of semantic and syntactic aspects of sentence

103

processing, numerous previous electroencephalography (EEG) studies have

104

investigated different event-related potential components (ERPs). Specifically, it was

105

demonstrated that morpho-syntactic violations such as violations of article-noun

106

congruency evoke a left-anterior negativity (LAN) around 300-400 ms after word

107

presentation and an additional late positive component starting around 600 ms after

108

violation onset (P600) (see Friederici, 2017). Variations of the semantic expectancy

109

are associated with a centro-parietal negativity around 400 ms (N400) that is usually

110

larger when unexpected relative to expected nouns need to be integrated into a

111

sentence (Gunter, Friederici & Schriefers, 2000; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011).

112

Importantly, it should be noted that the N400 might represent a downstream effect of

113

the prediction made on the preceding verb (e.g. Stites & Federmeier, 2015). Indeed,

114

a recent MEG-study found effects of semantic predictability at the main verb of the

115

sentence (Maess et al., 2016). Specifically, a reversed N400m effect, the magnetic

116

pendant of the N400, was reported for the verb, with highly predictive verbs eliciting a

117

stronger N400m relative to verbs with a lower predictability. This effect was taken to

118

reflect a pre-activation of possible nouns based on the selectional restrictions of the

119

verb.

120

Notwithstanding their crucial role in understanding cognition, electrophysiology

121

and functional neuroimaging are correlational in nature. The causal relevance of

122

brain

regions

and

the

respective

ERP-components

related

to

sentence
4

123

comprehension therefore remain unclear. Causal non-invasive brain stimulation

124

techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can help to resolve this

125

issue. While an abundant literature on sentence processing used event-related

126

potentials to disentangle semantic and syntactic processing during sentence

127

comprehension, to the best of our knowledge, no study directly probed the functional

128

relevance of different brain regions for these processes and related this to ERP-

129

components like the N400 or P600. The present study therefore represents the first

130

attempt to unravel the causal contribution of inferior frontal and posterior temporal

131

regions to sentence comprehension by combining focal perturbation of neural activity

132

induced by TMS with EEG measurement in a simultaneous fashion.

133

In particular, the use of very short TMS bursts that were applied “online” (i.e.,

134

during task processing) allowed us to address the duration of the after-effect of such

135

perturbations on sentence comprehension. In contrast to the long-lasting plastic

136

changes in task-related activity induced by repetitive TMS protocols that are given

137

before task processing (i.e., “offline”; Siebner & Rothwell, 2003), online TMS bursts

138

should affect neural processing for a very short time period of several hundreds of

139

milliseconds only (Siebner, Hartwigsen, Kassuba, & Rothwell, 2009). However, the

140

exact duration of such interventions on cognitive functions is unknown. One

141

important advantage of the online approach is that the direct and focal perturbation of

142

a brain region is too short for functional reorganization to occur. Online TMS should

143

thus reveal direct structure-function relationships (Hartwigsen, 2015).

144

In the present study, we relied on a well-established sentence comprehension

145

paradigm from a previous study that manipulated semantic expectancy and morpho-

146

syntactic processing by varying both the semantic fit between the verb and the noun

147

and the syntactic fit between noun and its article (Gunter et al., 2000). In that study, a

148

dissociation between semantic and syntactic processing was reflected in different
5

149

ERP-components, with a larger N400 for nouns with a lower semantic verb

150

expectancy and a larger LAN and P600 for morpho-syntactic violations. Building

151

upon these results, we combined a similar paradigm with online TMS during EEG

152

recording. Please note that our syntactic manipulation is based on the comparison of

153

a sentence with a syntactic gender violation relative to a well-formed sentence. In

154

contrast, the semantic manipulation in our stimuli contrasts two well-formed

155

sentences that simply differ in the degree of the expectancy of the final sentence

156

noun. In contrast to the previous study, however, we here employed shorter 4-word

157

sentences (i.e. pronoun-verb-article-noun) that were presented acoustically. To

158

capture a potential behavioral impact of the TMS induced perturbation that is usually

159

quantified in terms of decreased response accuracy or increased response speed

160

(Hartwigsen, 2015), a lexical decision task was included. Motivated by a previous

161

study that used similar sentences and found effects already at the mid-sentence verb

162

position in addition to the sentence-final noun position (Maess et al., 2016), the

163

present study applied TMS over pIFG and pSTG/STS at verb onset. This allowed for

164

testing whether the perturbation effect would only impact processing during the

165

stimulated period (i.e., processing of the verb) or outlast verb presentation and also

166

impact integration of the final noun into a sentence. Thus, a main purpose of our

167

study was to investigate predictions based on the verb. Consequently, TMS was

168

applied at the verb position because strong predictions on the upcoming semantic

169

information are generated there.

170

Based on the above-discussed studies, we expected to find a dissociation of

171

TMS effects on semantic and syntactic aspects of sentence comprehension. In

172

particular, TMS over left pIFG should selectively affect the morpho-syntactic aspect

173

of sentence processing if the disruptive effect would outlast the verb position and

174

interfere with the syntactic expectations generated by the article. At the noun
6

175

position, this would lead to a reduction in the amplitude of the LAN and/or P600 and

176

potentially also a decrease in the behavioral difference between correct and incorrect

177

syntactic gender. In contrast, TMS over pSTG/STS should selectively affect semantic

178

processing and therefore modulate the amplitude of the N400 either at the verb

179

and/or its noun-argument. Consequently, we expected an EEG effect at the verb

180

and/or a reduction of the N400 amplitude at the noun, as TMS might interfere with

181

the build-up of semantic expectancies based on the verb. This might also decrease

182

the behavioral difference between highly expected and less expected sentence

183

nouns. Our design further allowed us to distinguish between two alternative

184

hypotheses on the duration of the TMS effect. The first hypothesis was that the effect

185

would outlast the duration of the stimulation and therefore affect the processing of the

186

sentence final noun. As an alternative hypothesis, the effect might be short-lived and

187

only influence verb processing.

188

Our results show that the effects of TMS were short-lasting and selectively

189

affected verb processing. Consequently, we cannot draw any conclusions on the

190

causal role of frontal and posterior temporal brain regions in semantic and morpho-

191

syntactic processing at the final sentence noun. From a psycho-linguistic perspective,

192

this result is important since it suggests that the language network is highly dynamic

193

and adaptive and remains undisturbed in its final computations when sentence

194

processing is locally perturbed by TMS.

195
196
197
198
199
200
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201

2. Materials and Methods

202

2.1. Participants

203

Twenty-four healthy native German speakers participated in this study (mean age =

204

26.88 years, SD = 3.19; age range 25–34 years, 12 females). All participants were

205

right handed (mean laterality quotient = 95.92, SD=6.72; according to the Edinburgh

206

handedness inventory; Oldfield, 1971) and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,

207

and no hearing deficits. Prior to the experiment, all participants had a medical briefing

208

for TMS. Exclusion criteria for participation were early bilingualism, a history of

209

psychiatric or neurological disease as well as contra-indications against TMS.

210

Participants gave written informed consent, received 10 €/h compensation, and were

211

informed about their right to quit the study without any disadvantage. The study met

212

the prerequisites of the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by

213

the Ethics committee of the University of Leipzig (118/16-ek). The study was

214

conducted according to the approved guidelines.

215
216

2.2. Experimental Design and Stimuli

217

This study used a 2x2 factorial within-subject design with the factors semantic

218

expectancy (high vs. low cloze probability) and syntactic gender (correct vs.

219

incorrect). We included a total of 160 experimental items consisting of shortened

220

German sentences taken from our previous study (Gunter et al., 2000). The four

221

word sentences (i.e. pronoun-verb-article-noun) had either a low (< 25%; mean

222

15.3%; see Taylor, 1953) or a high cloze probability (>56%; mean: 74.2%) for their

223

sentence final noun. Put differently, verbs in high cloze sentences can be regarded

224

as highly predictive whereas verbs in low cloze sentences are low predictive.

225

Overall, there were 40 experimental sentences per condition (cf. Table 1). In these

226

experimental sentences, the masculine gender article (“den”) was morpho8

227

syntactically incorrect whereas the neuter article (“das”) was correct. To avoid any

228

morpho-syntactic expectation driven by the article, we added 160 filler items of a

229

middle cloze probability in which the matching between gender article and noun was

230

reversed (i.e., “das'' was incorrect and “den'' was incorrect). Since participants had to

231

carry out a lexical decision task on the sentence final noun, half of the stimuli had to

232

end with a pseudoword. For each of the experimental and filler conditions,

233

corresponding pseudowords were created using WordGen software (WinWordGen,

234

Version 1.0; Duyck et al. 2004). Pseudowords had the same number of syllables as

235

the sentence final nouns and were phono-tactically legal. Since we were interested in

236

the predictive role of the two verb classes, number of syllables, word frequency and

237

word duration (see below) was controlled. There was no significant difference in

238

number of syllables for the high (mean= 1.7; SD= 0.791) and the low (mean= 2.025;

239

SD= 0.832) predictive verbs (t(78) = -1.791, p= 0.08). As in the Maess et al. (2016)

240

study, there was a significant difference in frequency class between high predictive

241

(mean frequency class= 14.4, SD= 3.794) and low predictive verbs (mean frequency

242

class=

243

(http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/;

244

corresponds to a ratio of only 1:8. Please note, that Halgren et al (2002) showed only

245

a minor influence of word frequency for the N400 when comparing words with a

246

mean frequency of 15 with 336 per million, which corresponds to a much higher ratio

247

of approximately 1:23. We therefore suggest that word frequency differences in our

248

40 stimulus pairs will be of less importance compared to their predictiveness. This

249

claim was substantiated by an additional analysis of the pilot-data using a subset of

250

19 pairs of stimuli which fell within the same word frequency class and evoked n

251

equivalent response as the complete set of 40 stimulus pairs (see below and Figure

252

SI 1 & 2 in the supplementary material).

11.2,

SD=

3.490)

as

measured

t(78)

=

by

3.865,

the

Wortschatz

p=0.0002).

This

database
difference

9

Table 1: Example of the four types of experimental sentences used in both experiments
Correct syntactic gender
High
cloze %
Low
cloze %

Incorrect syntactic gender

Sie bereist das Land.

Sie bereist den Land.

She travels theneuter landneuter.

She travels themasc landneuter.

Sie befährt das Land.

Sie befährt den Land.

She drives theneuter landneuter.

She drives themasc landneuter.

253

In contrast to the original Gunter et al. (2000) study, the present stimulus material

254

was presented acoustically. During the audio recording of the material (sampling rate

255

44.1 kHz, Audacity 2.0), a professional male native speaker uttered the sentence

256

material with normal speed and without a specific emphasis of the words. Sound files

257

were processed using Adobe Audition 3.0. A 50 ms silence period was inserted at

258

the beginning and the end of each sentence and a 20 ms silence period was inserted

259

at the onset of the noun. The amplitude of the acoustic material was normalized

260

using the root mean square. Sentences had an average length of 1633 ms (SD =

261

169 ms) with verb onset at 221 ms, article onset at approx. 861 ms, and noun onset

262

at 1118 ms. The mean verb length was 640 ms (SD = 116), the mean article length

263

was 257 ms (SD = 25 ms), and the mean noun length was 514 ms (SD = 116 ms).

264

There was no significant difference in article duration between correct and incorrect

265

syntactic gender (F(1,156) = 2.52, p = .114). Likewise, there were no significant

266

differences in the temporal distance between verb onset and noun onset between

267

experimental conditions (semantic expectancy: F(1,156) = 0.744, p = 0.390, syntactic

268

gender: F(1,156) = 0.051, p = 0.821, interaction: F(1,156) = 0.063, p = .803).

269

To avoid acoustic expectancies and cues for a particular sentence final noun,

270

sentences of the incorrect and pseudoword conditions were created by cross-splicing

271

correct sentences. To this end, the speaker always uttered correct sentences (i.e.,

10

272

morpho-syntactically correct versions using both the article “der” and “den” and

273

sentences ending with a pseudoword). In a next step, the noun/pseudoword was

274

stripped from the sentence and then recombined into new sentences that were

275

morpho-syntactically correct or incorrect or ended with a pseudoword. This led to a

276

total of 160 experimental sentences (40 per condition), 160 filler sentences and 960

277

pseudoword sentences. Sixteen additional sentences that did not occur in the

278

experimental stimulus set were created for a practice block before the experiment.

279
280

2.3. Procedure

281

Each participant underwent three experimental sessions that varied in TMS site (i.e.,

282

pIFG, pSTG/STS or sham TMS as control condition, see below). Order of stimulation

283

sites was counterbalanced across participants. A randomized stimulus list was

284

created for each participant and session. Sentences were presented via headphones

285

and

286

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA). A fixation cross was displayed on

287

the screen throughout the experiment. The duration between stimulus presentation

288

was jittered (range = 1205 - 1395 ms). During the experiment, subjects had to

289

perform a lexical decision task. Reaction times were measured with the onset of the

290

critical noun/pseudoword. Responses exceeding 2000 ms were counted as misses.

291

Response key assignment was counterbalanced across subjects. To prevent TMS-

292

specific carry-over and habituation effects or memory effects due to repetition of

293

stimuli, experimental sessions were separated by one week. In total, 640 trials were

294

presented per session. A single session lasted approximately 2.5 to 3.5 hours. A

295

different set of pseudowords was used in each session to preserve the novelty of the

296

pseudowords for the lexical decision task.

stimulus

presentation

was

controlled

by

the

software

‘Presentation’

297
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298
Figure 1. Experimental design. Participants listened to acoustically presented
sentences and performed a lexical decision task on the final sentence noun. A 3pulse burst of effective or sham TMS at 10 Hz was applied with verb onset over
either pIFG or pSTG/STS in separate sessions. Mean coordinates for both
stimulation sites are given in MNI space.

299

2.4. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)

300

We used neuronavigated TMS (Localite, St. Augustin, Germany) based on co-

301

registered individual T1-weighted MRI images to navigate the TMS coil and maintain

302

its exact location and orientation throughout all sessions. As a prerequisite for

303

stereotactical coil placement, individual structural T1-weighted scans were acquired

304

in an extra session or taken from the institute’s participant database (MPRAGE

305

sequence in sagittal orientation, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1.5 mm; TR = 1.3 s, TE = 3.36

306

ms; whole brain). TMS was performed using the mean Montreal Neurological

307

Institute (MNI) coordinates for left pIFG (x, y, z= -60, 12, 16) and pSTG/STS (x, y, z=

308

-50, -42, 2) from a previous fMRI study that used similar material (Obleser & Kotz

309

2010). Using these stereotactic coordinates, individual stimulation sites were

310

determined by calculating the inverse of the normalization transformation and

12

311

transforming the coordinates from standard to individual space for each subject.

312

During each experimental session, subjects were co-registered to their individual

313

structural brain image. TMS intensity was set to 90% of individual resting motor

314

threshold of the left primary motor hand area (Hartwigsen et al., 2010). The individual

315

resting motor threshold (RMT) was determined in the first session and held constant

316

across sessions as in our previous studies (e.g. Hartwigsen et al., 2016; Kuhnke et

317

al., 2017). This procedure guaranteed that differences in the effects of both TMS

318

sites were not confounded by different stimulation intensities. RMT was defined as

319

the lowest stimulation intensity producing a visible motor evoked potential of

320

approximately 50 µV (peak-to-peak amplitude) in the relaxed first dorsal interosseus

321

muscle with single pulse TMS given over the motor hot spot. Stimulation intensity

322

was corrected for the scalp-to-cortex distance between the motor cortex and the two

323

stimulation sites following a simple linear correction approach (Stokes et al., 2005).

324

For the primary motor cortex, we used the mean stereotactic coordinates from a

325

meta-analysis (Mayka et al., 2006) as a starting point and applied the same

326

algorithms as described above. Mean corrected stimulation intensity was 47% (SD =

327

7.78%) total stimulator output for the pIFG condition and 53% (SD = 7.31%) for the

328

pSTG/STS condition.

329

During the experiment, an online TMS burst of three pulses with a frequency

330

of 10 Hz was applied in each trial. TMS was given at verb onset and controlled via

331

‘Presentation’ (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA). For pIFG TMS, the

332

coil was oriented 45° to the sagittal plane, with the second phase of the biphasic

333

pulse inducing a posterior-to-anterior current flow (Hartwigsen et al., 2010). Due to

334

anatomical restrictions, coil placement for pSTG/STS required rotation of the coil at

335

an angle of 225°. Consequently, the current flow was inversed. The position of the

336

TMS coil was monitored during the whole experiment and adjusted if necessary. For
13

337

the ineffective sham condition, an additional coil was placed over the first coil at a 90°

338

angle. Only the second coil was charged. This montage created similar acoustic

339

sensations compared to the effective condition without actively stimulating the brain.

340

Overall TMS application and stimulation intensities were well within the published

341

safety guidelines (Rossi et al. 2009). TMS was applied using a Magpro X100

342

stimulator (MagVenture, Farum, Denkmark) and figure-of-eight-shaped coils (C-B60;

343

outer diameter 7.5 cm).

344
345

2.5. EEG recording

346

EEG was recorded using 59 Ag/AgCl electrodes located according to sites defined in

347

the extended 10-20 system of the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society (2006)

348

and embedded in a cap (EC80, EasyCap GmbH, Germany). Sternum served as

349

ground. The EEG was amplified using two PORTI-32/MREFA amplifiers (TMS-

350

international, dynamic range 22 Bits) and digitized on-line at 2000 Hz. Impedances

351

were kept below 5 kΩ. During data acquisition, the EEG was referenced against the

352

vertex (Cz) electrode; a linked mastoid reference was calculated off-line. The electro-

353

oculogram (EOG) was measured horizontally as well as vertically. To minimize TMS

354

induced electromagnetic artifacts, electrode leads were placed orthogonal to the

355

current flow in the TMS coil and fixated with an elastic net (cf. Sekiguchi et al. 2011).

356

Before the ERP-analyses, TMS and participant-induced artifacts were

357

removed using the FIELDTRIP toolbox (Version: 20170601, Oosterveld et al., 2011):

358

After segmenting the continuous EEG-data into smaller segments of 3000 ms, the

359

actual TMS induced electromagnetic artefact of each biphasic TMS burst was

360

removed and then interpolated from 2 ms pre pulse to 50 ms post pulse using cubic

361

interpolation. This procedure removes the strong but short-lived step- and ringing-

362

artifacts caused by the stimulation as well as artifacts related to the cranial muscles
14

363

(cf, Herring, Thut, Jensen & Bergmann, 2015). To remove artifacts related to eye-

364

blinks and eye-movements, an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was

365

performed on a separate subset of the data that consisted of 1300 ms long segments

366

time-locked to the noun/pseudoword (and thus without the TMS pulse). To increase

367

reliability of the ICA algorithm, this training data had been high-pass filtered with a

368

cut-off of 1 Hz (Winkler et al., 2015). On the basis of this training set, components

369

related to eye-blinks, eye-movements or muscle activity were identified and then

370

removed from the original, unfiltered data segments. The remaining components

371

were then back-projected using the ICA’s transformation matrix resulting in a dataset,

372

which was cleaned from TMS- and eye-related artifacts. Additionally, channels with

373

amplitudes exceeding a range of 200 µV in more than 20% of all trials were removed

374

and then interpolated using spline interpolation (max 10 channel, mean = 0.82, SD =

375

1.79). In a next step, the EEG was resampled with a new sampling rate of 500 Hz

376

and then high-pass filtered with a cut-off of 0.1 Hz (Tanner et al., 2015) as well as

377

low-pass filtered with a cut-off of 30 Hz.

378

Finally, trials exceeding a range of 150 µV were removed (resulting in a mean of 620

379

trials, SD = 37; there were no significant differences in the amount of artifact free

380

trials between conditions: all p > .05). A 10 Hz low-pass filter was used for

381

visualization purposes only.

382

In the ERP analyses, single subject averages were calculated for high and low

383

predictive verbs as well as the four stimulus categories of the sentence final nouns

384

(syntax x semantic). The epochs lasted from 200 ms prior to the onset of the critical

385

word to 1000 ms afterwards. A 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline was applied between

386

-200 and 0 for the noun. To avoid any impact of the TMS pulses on the baseline of

387

the verb, it was computed between -250 and -50 preceding verb onset.
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388

The analysis of the noun was conducted on averaged data of four ROIs in order to

389

investigate the topographical distribution of relevant effects: anterior left (AF3, F5, F3,

390

FC5, FC3, FC1), anterior right (AF4, F6, F4, FC6, FC4, FC2), posterior left (CP5,

391

CP3, CP1, P5, P3, PO3) and posterior right (CP6, CP4, CP2, P6, P4, PO4). Based

392

on previous findings (Gunter et al., 2000, Friederici, 2011), the analysis was

393

performed in time-windows of interest between 300 – 500 ms (LAN, N400) and 600 –

394

900 ms (P600).

395

On the basis of the pilot and a previous study (Maess et al., 2016), we used a

396

frontal (AF3, AFZ, AF4, F3, FZ, F4) and a posterior ROI (P3, PZ, P4, PO3, POZ,

397

PO4) to analyze the data of the verb and created 5 latency windows of 200 ms each

398

(from 0-200 to 800-1000 ms). Correction for multiple comparisons was applied after

399

Holm (1979).

400
401

2.6. Statistical analysis

402

Behavioral data was analyzed separately for response speed and accuracy using a

403

repeated measures ANOVA with the factors semantic expectancy (high vs. low cloze

404

probability), syntactic gender (correct vs. incorrect) and TMS (sham, pIFG and

405

pSTG/STS). Reaction times were analyzed only for trials with a correct response.

406

In the ERP analysis, a repeated measures ANOVA using semantic expectancy (high

407

vs. low cloze probability), syntactic gender (correct vs. incorrect) and TMS (sham,

408

pIFG and pSTG/STS), laterality (left vs. right) and anteriority (anterior vs. posterior)

409

as within-subject factors was calculated for the noun position for time-windows of

410

interest. For the verb position, only verb prediction (high vs. low predictive verbs),

411

TMS (sham, pIFG and pSTG/STS) and ROI (anterior vs. posterior) were included as

412

within-subject variables. P-values were corrected for violations of sphericity

413

(Greenhouse & Geisser, 1959).
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414

2.7. Pilot Experiment

415

There were two major changes in the experimental design compared to our previous

416

study (Gunter et al., 2000). In the present study sentences were presented

417

acoustically and participants had to perform a lexical decision task. Therefore, a pilot

418

study with 24 participants who did not participate in the main experiment was

419

conducted without TMS to test whether the adapted experimental design would show

420

similar ERP effects as in the original study. In short, the pilot experiment replicated

421

the previous findings, that is, a N400 effect at the sentence final noun for semantic

422

expectancy, as well as a LAN and P600 effect for syntactic gender violations.

423

Furthermore, there was a trend towards an interaction of semantic and syntactic

424

factors in the P600 (see supplementary material). The scalp-distribution of the LAN-

425

effect was much more posterior compared to the original Gunter et al. (2000) study.

426

Variability in the LAN distribution (from left anterior to almost N400-like) has been

427

observed and described in more recent studies (see for instance Molinaro, Barber,

428

and Carreiras, 2011, Tanner, 2014). It is still unclear what this variability reflects.

429

Since the present experiment was neither designed nor intended to explore such

430

differences in the scalp distribution of the LAN, we refrain from commenting on the

431

LAN-N400 debate and refer the interested reader to the respective literature (cf.

432

Molinaro, Barber, Caffarra, & Carreiras, 2015 and Tanner, 2014, 2018).

433

The results are summarized in Figure 2. In addition, the pilot data was used to

434

characterize effects of predictability at the verb position. In line with the findings of

435

Maess et al. (2016), high predictive verbs elicited an increased negativity compared

436

low predictive words between 400 - 700 ms that was pronounced on posterior

437

electrodes. To ensure that this effect was not simply driven by differences in lexical

438

frequencies an additional analysis was conducted on a subset of 19 high and 19 low

439

predictive verbs that were exactly matched for lexical frequency. A comparable signal
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440

to noise ratio as in the analysis of the full item set was achieved by additionally

441

entering pseudoword sentences into the analysis (note that pseudowords were only

442

presented at the noun position). Importantly, high predictive verbs elicited an

443

increased negativity compared to low predictive verbs between 400 and 600 ms,

444

even when verbs were exactly matched for lexical frequency (see supplementary

445

material SI 1 & 2). The results of the pilot study and the study by Maess et al. (2016)

446

were used to guide the analysis in the main experiment. In particular, the objective

447

was to investigate whether any of the main effects reported here would be modulated

448

by TMS.

449
Figure 2. Results from the pilot study. ERP and behavioral effects on the noun
and verb position of the pilot study.

450

3. Results

451

3.1. Behavioral data

452

A main effect of semantic expectancy showed that responses for high cloze sentence

453

endings were faster than for low cloze sentences [F(1,23) = 164.564; p < .001, ηp2 =

454

0.877]. A significant main effect of syntactic gender indicated that responses for

455

correct sentences were faster than for incorrect ones [F(1,23) = 71.613; p < .001, ηp2

456

= 0.757]. There were no significant interactions with TMS (all p > 0.05).
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457

Analysis of response accuracies revealed only a main effect of semantic expectancy

458

with increased accuracy for high cloze (94.41 % correct) compared to low cloze

459

(91.58 % correct) nouns [F(1,23) = 27.262; p < .001, ηp2 = 0.542]. Figure 3 provides

460

an overview of the behavioral results (see also Figure SI 3).

461
462

3.2. EEG results

463

3.2.1. Sentence final noun

464

The analysis on the sentence final noun revealed significant main effects of semantic

465

expectancy (N400) and syntactic gender (LAN & P600). However, none of these

466

effects showed an interaction with TMS. Analysis in the early time window of 300 -

467

500 ms revealed a main effect of semantic expectancy [F(1,23) = 66.024; p < .001,

468

ηp2 = 0.742] and an interaction of semantic expectancy x anteriority [F(1,23) =

469

55.200; p < .001, ηp2 = 0.706]. Low cloze sentences elicited a greater negativity than

470

high cloze sentences (N400). A post-hoc t-test revealed that this effect was larger at

471

posterior electrodes compared to anterior electrodes [t(23) = 7.430, p < .001].

472

Furthermore, analysis in the early window showed a main effect of syntactic gender

473

[F(1,23) = 21.188, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.480] and an interaction of syntactic gender x

474

laterality [F(1,23) = 9.558, p = .005, ηp2 = 0.293]. Syntactic gender violations elicited

475

a greater negativity than correct nouns (LAN) with a left-lateralized topographical

476

distribution [left vs. right: t(23) = -3.091, p = .005]. Analysis in the late time window of

477

600 - 900 ms revealed a main effect of syntactic gender [F(1,23) = 7.363, p = .012,

478

ηp2 = 0.243] and an interaction of syntactic gender x laterality x anteriority [F(1,23) =

479

5.341, p = .03, ηp2 = 0.188]. A step-down analysis revealed an increased positivity for

480

syntactic gender violations (P600) in posterior [F(1,23) = 9.286, p = .006, ηp2 = 0.288]

481

but not anterior ROIs [F(1,23) = 3.652, p = .069]. Additionally, a main effect of

482

semantic expectancy [F(1,23) = 12.222, p = .002, ηp2 = 0.347] and an interaction of
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483

semantic expectancy x laterality [F(1,23) = 17.726, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.435] was found.

484

Similar to the early window, low cloze sentences elicited a greater negativity than

485

high cloze sentences. This effect was right-lateralized [left vs. right: t(23) = 4.210, p <

486

.001]. Figure 3 provides an overview of the results (see also Figure SI 2).

487

488
Figure 3. Effects of TMS on the noun. ERP effects at the noun position. Results
are averaged across TMS conditions, as there was no interaction with stimulation
site.

489

3.2.2. Verb position

490

The analysis for the verb position revealed a three-way interaction of TMS, verb

491

prediction and ROI in all time windows [Holm corrected for multiple comparisons; 0-

492

200 ms: F(2,46) = 4.596, p = .034, ηp2 = 0.167; 200-400 ms: F(2,46) = 5.071, p =

493

.034, ηp2 = 0.181; 400-600 ms: F(2,46) = 6.127, p = .022, ηp2 = 0.210; 600-800 ms:

494

F(2,46) = 6.115, p = .034, ηp2 = 0.210; 800-1000 ms: F(2,46) = 3.366, p = .043, ηp2 =

495

0.128]. A step-down analysis for the frontal ROI revealed a significant interaction of

496

verb prediction and TMS between 0 and 200 ms [F(2,46) = 6.149, p = .021, ηp2 =

497

0.211]. A further step-down analysis of TMS in this time window revealed a main

498

effect of verb prediction for pIFG TMS [F(1,23) = 16.997, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.425], but
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499

not at the other TMS conditions [sham: F(1,23) = 0.272, p = .607; pSTG/STS: F(1,23)

500

= 0.032, p = .861]. This early effect of predictability was due to a more positive

501

response (i.e. a less negative response) to high predictive verbs compared to low

502

predictive verbs.

503
Figure 4. Effects of the different TMS conditions on verb processing. ERP
effects of predictability at the verb position in the main experiment. ERPs are shown
for all stimulation sites (sham, pIFG, pSTG/STS).

504

A step down analysis for the posterior ROI showed significant interactions of verb

505

prediction and TMS between 200 and 400 ms [F(2,46) = 5.526, p = .035, ηp2 =

506

0.194]. The ROI results were further confirmed by an independent cluster-based

507

permutation test (cf. supplementary material).
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508

A further step-down analyses on the basis of TMS in the 200-400 ms time window

509

revealed main effects of verb prediction for pSTG/STS TMS [F(1,23) = 25.245, p <

510

.001, ηp2 = 0.523]. There was no effect for the other TMS conditions [sham: F(1,23) =

511

0.002, p = .962; pIFG: F(1,23) = 1.125; p = .300]. Indeed, pSTG/STS TMS led to a

512

larger difference between high and low predictive verbs than pIFG TMS with high

513

predictive verbs eliciting a greater negativity than low predictive verbs (see Figure 5).

514
Figure 5. Early and late TMS effects on the verb. Difference of high predictive and
low predictive verbs at the frontal and posterior ROI. Error bars reflect the SEM.
515
516

4. Discussion

517

This study used a simultaneous “online” combination of TMS and EEG to elucidate

518

the role of the left inferior frontal and posterior temporal cortex in sentence

519

comprehension. Our main finding was that TMS over both regions differentially

520

affected verb processing but did not impact either the ERP or behavior at the

521

sentence final noun. This finding can be interpreted in two different ways. First, it may

522

suggest that the left inferior frontal and posterior temporal cortex do not play a

523

significant role in the processing of the relation between the verb and its noun-

524

argument. A second alternative explanation is that our TMS protocol only had a

525

short-lived effect, which was restricted to the verb position and compensated
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526

downstream the sentence. This would indicate that prediction based on the

527

sentence’s verb was still possible to some degree, either because the TMS induced

528

perturbation did not completely disrupt verb processing, and/or other regions of the

529

semantic system may have compensated for the disruption. We would argue that the

530

second alternative explanation based on compensation is much more likely, because

531

the first explanation would contrast with most language-related fMRI and TMS

532

studies discussed earlier.

533
534

Processing verb-noun relations in the language network

535

In our study, no modulatory effects of TMS were observed for the sentence final noun

536

when TMS was applied at the mid-sentence verb, neither for the ERPs nor the

537

behavioral responses of the lexical decision task. This is surprising given that the

538

lexical decision on the noun revealed a strong influence of the verb-based semantic

539

expectancy and the syntactic gender violation as reflected in overall longer response

540

time for low relative to high cloze endings and for incorrect vs. correct syntactic

541

gender. Likewise, significant main effects of syntactic gender (LAN and P600) and

542

semantic expectancy (N400) in the ERP responses at the sentence final noun

543

showed that our paradigm was sensitive to the experimental manipulations and

544

nicely replicated the previous EEG study using a visual version of our material

545

(Gunter et al., 2000). Additionally, we observed a significant difference between high

546

and low predictive verbs, which in a previous MEG study was suggested to reflect a

547

pre-activation of possible nouns based on the selectional restrictions of the verb

548

(Maess et al., 2016). Importantly, verb processing was modulated significantly by

549

TMS without, however, impacting processing of the sentence final noun. These data

550

are in contrast to psycholinguistic views based on reaction time experiments varying

551

the predictability of the verb-noun relation without measuring at both the verb and the
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552

noun position. Most of these views (Federmeier, Wlotko, De Ochoa-Dewald, & Kutas,

553

2007; Grisoni, Miller, & Pulvermuller, 2017; Kutas & Fedemeier, 2011; Lau et al.,

554

2008) assume that the verb plays a crucial role in predicting the sentence final noun.

555

Accordingly, one would have expected that the observed disruption of verb

556

processing in our study should affect the processing of the upcoming noun.

557

The apparent discrepancy between these previous studies and the absence of

558

a modulatory TMS effect on the noun in our study is most likely explained by rapid

559

compensation within the semantic network, potentially by a stronger contribution of

560

other semantic key nodes, such as the left angular gyrus or anterior temporal lobe

561

(e.g. Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 2009; Davey et al., 2016; Jung and Lambon

562

Ralph, 2016). In other words, if a particular node of a specific network is disrupted,

563

other areas may be stronger engaged, which still enables ‘normal’ performance (see

564

Hartwigsen, 2018). For instance, previous studies on the word level have shown that

565

TMS over the IFG does not necessarily delay semantic processing performance if left

566

angular gyrus remains intact (Hartwigsen et al., 2010; 2016). Such findings indicate a

567

high degree of compensation and flexible adaptation during language processing

568

(see Hartwigsen, 2018). In this context, it is important to note that it is unlikely that

569

the TMS induced perturbation completely “silences” the targeted region but rather

570

modulates the signal-to-noise ratio in the stimulated area (e.g. Ruzzoli, Marzi and

571

Miniussi, 2010; Schwarzkopf, Silvanto and Rees, 2011). Consequently, concerning

572

the results reported in the studies cited above (Hartwigsen et al., 2010, 2016), one

573

may also argue that activity in the IFG was not completely down-regulated and the

574

remaining activity may have contributed to maintain task function. Following this

575

explanation, one may assume that some robustness of the semantic system helped

576

to maintain information in the semantic network in our study, enabling processing of

577

the noun and leaving the responses at the noun position unaffected.
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578

Notably, despite the null effect at the level of the noun, the present data show

579

a striking difference of how the two TMS sites modulated the verb prediction effect in

580

a sentence. TMS over pIFG led to an early frontal positivity whereas TMS over

581

pSTG/STS led to a later parietally distributed modulation. Both regions were also

582

found to be activated in the MEG study by Maess et al. (2016), with a stronger

583

contribution of the IFG to the mid-sentence verb than to the sentence final noun. The

584

parietal effect in our study had a more negative waveform for the high predictive

585

verb, which is congruent with the N400m-effect discussed by Maess et al. (2016)

586

also resulting from a stronger effect for highly predictive verbs. The time course of

587

the EEG effects in the present study suggests that the pIFG plays a role in the early

588

stages of the verb-based prediction process whereas the influence of the pSTG/STS

589

emerges later. While both high and low cloze sentences engage semantic

590

processing, verbs in the high cloze condition will generate stronger (or more specific)

591

predictions about the upcoming noun. The observed TMS-induced difference in the

592

electrophysiological response for the high and low cloze conditions at the verb shows

593

that TMS interacted with the verb-based semantic processes, potentially by

594

selectively modulating the conditions with stronger semantic predictions. Such a

595

condition-specific effect is not unexpected since TMS effects strongly depend on the

596

given context-induced activity or brain state (“state dependency”, e.g. Silvanto,

597

Muggelton & Walsh, 2008; Silvanto & Cattaneo, 2017). Consequently, the TMS-

598

induced differences in the electrophysiological response to high and low cloze

599

conditions most likely reflect a modulation of the amount of semantic prediction that

600

was induced by the respective condition. This further suggests that the

601

electrophysiological response might be more sensitive to the TMS-induced

602

modulation than the behavioural response, at least if an implicit task is used as in our

603

study.
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604

Frontal-temporal interactions during sentence processing

605

In this context, it is important to note that previous studies on visual and verbal

606

memory showed that sustained activation of representations in posterior temporal

607

cortices is under frontal top-down control (Fiebach, Rissman, & D’Esposito, 2006;

608

Tomita, Ohbayashi, Nakahara, Hasegawa, & Miyashita, 1999; see also Sreenivasan,

609

Curtis, & D’Esposito, 2014). In a similar way, one could speculate that in the present

610

experiment, pIFG exerts top-down control on pSTG/STS during verb processing to

611

constrain predictions about the upcoming noun reflected by the earlier TMS

612

sensitivity of this area. This notion is compatible with the hypothesis that the IFG is

613

responsible for the generation and/or maintenance of predictions while the pSTS is

614

associated with cortical representations of predicted elements (see also Cope et al.,

615

2017 for a discussion of the causal top-down influence of the frontal cortex to

616

predictive processing in speech perception in the temporal cortex). In any case, it

617

seems safe to conclude that pIFG and pSTG/STS closely interact during language

618

comprehension, as has been shown for syntactic processing (e.g. den Ouden et al.,

619

2012). This functional interaction is likely mediated by direct and indirect anatomical

620

fiber connections between the two areas. A direct connection is mediated via a dorsal

621

pathway which connects pSTG/STS with pIFG (BA44) via the superior longitudinal

622

fasciculus / arcuate fasciculus (Friederici, 2017). An indirect fiber tract connects pIFG

623

and pSTG/STS via the anterior insula (Catani et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015), a brain

624

area that was associated with cognitive control and attentional processes during

625

language comprehension (Tang et al., 2012, Zaccarella & Friederici, 2015a&b;

626

Mestres-Missé et al., 2012). This connection might be bi-directional in nature

627

(Augustine, 1996). The exact role of these connections during sentence processing is

628

still debated (Friederici, 2009; Saur et al., 2008; Skeide, Brauer & Friederici, 2016).

629

While sentence processing is likely driven by both bottom-up and top-down
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630

interactions between temporal and frontal regions (Friederici, 2012, 2017; Bouton et

631

al., 2018), top-down processing might occur earlier in the pIFG and might influence

632

the pSTG/STS. This information transfer from pIFG is mediated via the dorsal fiber

633

tracks connecting pIFG and the temporal cortex. Note, however, that the assumed

634

interplay between both regions needs further evidence from future studies.

635
636

TMS-protocols and language processing

637

Although the exact duration of the impact of online TMS on cognitive processing is

638

not known, it is usually assumed that the effect of short bursts should last for several

639

hundred milliseconds (Pascual-Leone et al., 2000; Walsh and Cowey, 2000; Siebner

640

et al., 2009; Fuggetta et al., 2008). In particular, high-frequency online TMS bursts

641

typically affect cortical activity at the stimulated area for a period outlasting the

642

stimulation for about half the duration of the stimulation train (Rotenberg et al., 2014).

643

We applied short TMS bursts of 3 pulses at a frequency of 10 Hz, which might affect

644

processing for a total duration of approximately 300-450 ms counted from the first

645

pulse onwards. Please note that although the mean verb-length of 640 ms is outside

646

of this effective TMS window, the word recognition point (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh,

647

1978) will typically be inside of it. At this point in time, the word has been recognized

648

and activated. Consequently, we would argue that despite the relatively short TMS

649

window, it is reasonable to assume that TMS impacted verb processing, as reflected

650

in the significant effects found in the electrophysiological measures.

651

It should be noted that previous behavioral TMS studies used a variety of

652

different protocols to explore different language processes. Some studies applied a

653

single pulse before a target word (Canetto et al., 2009) or at the sentence final noun

654

(Franzmeier, 2012), whereas others used paired pulses (Sakai et al., 2002) or longer

655

bursts of 4 to 5 pulses (e.g. Devlin et al., 2003; Gough et al., 2005; Hartwigsen et al.,
27

656

2010; 2016; Kuhnke et al., 2017). The few existing studies that combined TMS and

657

EEG during language processing employed 5 pulse bursts at 10 Hz (Fuggetta et al.,

658

2009; Kuipers et al., 2013). For instance, in a visual verb-verb priming study, Kuipers

659

et al. (2013) applied 5 pulses with prime onset over the left primary motor cortex. The

660

target verb was presented 400 ms after the last pulse and showed an enhanced

661

N400 component for hand-related verbs. In the present experiment, we refrained

662

from a longer stimulation period to reduce the impact of the TMS pulses on the EEG

663

signal quality and we aimed at restricting our TMS perturbation to the verb on

664

psycholinguistic grounds. Our results suggest that future studies might use longer

665

stimulation periods or apply TMS during the sentence final word if the main interest

666

lies in the investigation of word integration processes.

667
668

Conclusion

669

The present study highlights the importance of left posterior inferior frontal gyrus and

670

posterior superior temporal gyrus / sulcus in language comprehension. Our results

671

suggest the following conclusions. The strong modulatory effect of TMS over pIFG in

672

frontal regions occurred earlier in time and was relatively short-lasting. This effect

673

was followed by a modulation of posterior regions approximately 200 ms later,

674

indicating that the contribution of both regions to the build-up of semantic predictions

675

changes over time. Notably, these effects were short-lived and selectively influenced

676

the processing of the verb. This suggests a high degree of compensatory flexibility

677

during language comprehension.
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Data policy
Anonymized data (in accordance with the Ethics agreement) and analysis scripts are
available on request.
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Supplementary Material:

Contributions of left frontal and temporal cortex to sentence comprehension:
Evidence from simultaneous TMS-EEG

Statistics for the Pilot experiment

Noun
In the early window of 300 – 500 ms there was broadly distributed main effect for
semantic expectancy, with low cloze sentences showing an increased negativity
compared to high cloze sentences [F(1,23) = 31.67, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.579].
Furthermore, a main effect of syntactic gender with an increased negativity for
incorrect vs. correct sentences was observed [F(1,23) = 20.94, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.477].
This effect had a left-posterior topographical distribution [syntactic gender x laterality:
F(1,23) = 6.49, p = .018, ηp2 = 0.220, syntactic gender x anteriority: F(1,23) = 8.27, p
= .008, ηp2 = 0.265]. In the late time-window of 600 – 900 ms there was a main effect
of syntactic gender [F(1,23) = 4.628, p = .042, ηp2 = 0.168] and an interaction of
syntax x anteriority [F(1,23) = 6.284, p = .020, ηp2 = 0.215]. A step-down analysis
revealed that syntactic gender violations elicited a more positive ERP than correct
sentences in posterior ROIs [F(1,23) = 6.875, p = .015, ηp2 = 0.230] but not in
anterior ROIs [F(1,23) = 1.221, p = .280]. There was also a main effect of semantic
expectancy [F(1,23) = 5.147, p = .033, ηp2 = 0.183] and an interaction of semantics x
anteriority [F(1,23) = 15.998, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.410]. A step-down analysis revealed
an increased negativity for low cloze sentences compared to high cloze sentences in
anterior ROIs [F(1,23) = 13.980, p = .001, ηp2 = 0.378] but not posterior ROIs [F(1,23)
= 0.515, p = .48]. Finally, in the late time-window there was also a trend towards an
1

interaction between semantic expectancy and syntactic gender [F(1,23) = 4.248, p =
.051, ηp2 = 0.156]. Further analyses demonstrated, that P600 effect for syntactic
gender violation was only observed in high cloze sentences [F(1,23) = 11.519, p =
.002, ηp2 = 0.334], but not in low cloze sentences [F(1,23) = 0.158, p = .694].
In summary, despite the changes of the experimental design the pilot study showed
an almost exact replication of the findings reported in Gunter et al., (2000).
Differences to the original study were only observed in the topographical distribution
of the early effect of syntactic gender as well as in a long-lasting negativity in
response to low cloze sentences.

Verb
ERPs elicited by the verb were analyzed in 100 ms steps. There was a significant
main effect of verb predictability between 400 - 700 ms [F(1,23) = 7.650, p = .011, ηp2
= 0.250] with a posterior distribution (see Figure SI 1 A & B).

2

SI Figure 1A & B. Results from the pilot study. Figure A shows ERP effects on the
verb for the pilot experiment. Figure B shows the topographical distribution of the
predictability effect for time windows that were found to be modulated in the TMS
experiment.

3

Controlling lexical frequency of the verbs:
An additional analysis was performed on a subset of items in order to test whether
the effect was still present when lexical frequency of the verbs was controlled. Within
the original stimulus set, there were 19 high and 19 low predictive items that exactly
matched for their lexical frequency. To achieve a similar signal-to-noise ratio between
the subset analysis with 19 items and the original analysis with 40 items per
condition, we added the pseudoword trials of these 19 items into the subset analysis.
Please note that pseudoword items did only differ from the experimental items at the
noun position but were identical at the verb position. The statistical analysis of this
matched subset of trials revealed a main effect of verb predictability between 400 –
600 ms [F(1,23) = 9.232, p = .006, ηp2 = 0.286] with high predictive verbs eliciting a
stronger negativity relative to low predictive verbs (see Figure SI 2). This subset
analysis demonstrates that the effect of verb predictability as found in the original
analysis was not driven by lexical frequency of the verbs.
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SI Figure 2. Results from the pilot study. ERP effects on the verb for the pilot
experiment for the reduced stimulus set of 19 frequency matched item pairs and the
topographical distribution of the significant predictability effect
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ERP Effects of TMS on the noun

SI Figure 3. Effects of TMS on the noun. Results on the noun position for the
syntactic and semantic conditions displayed for all three TMS conditions.
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Behavioral Effects of TMS on the noun

SI Figure 4. Effects of TMS on the noun. Behavioral data for all three TMS
conditions as found in the lexical decision task. Error bars reflect the SEM.
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Interaction of TMS and verb predictability: Cluster-based permutation tests
In order to evaluate the effects of TMS on verb prediction without an a-priori selection
of electrode ROIs, a non-parametric cluster-based permutation test was conducted
on the ERP data at the verb position. All channels and time-points were entered into
the analysis. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed by establishing a
reference distribution using Monte Carlo simulations (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). In
order to test for the interaction of TMS and verb prediction, we first calculated the
difference between high and low predictive verbs for each TMS condition and
participant. Next, these data were entered into a cluster-based permutation test using
a univariate F-test for dependent samples (“depsamplesFunivariate”) with TMS as
independent variable. Multiple comparison correction was performed using the Monte
Carlo method (“clusterstatistic = maxsum, minnbchan = 2, correct = cluster”, 1000
randomizations). This analysis revealed significant differences between TMS
conditions in a time window of 132 – 380 ms in all scalp electrodes. In the next step,
cluster-based permutation tests were performed on the TMS conditions separately
using the time-window of 132 – 380 ms, by comparing conditions of high and low
predictive verbs (two-sided paired t-test; ”depsamplesT”). Again, Monte-Carlo
simulations (1000 randomizations) were used for statistical evaluation of the clusters
(“clusterstatistic = maxsum, minnbchan = 2, correct = cluster”). There was no
significant effect in the sham condition. For IFG stimulation, the analysis revealed a
significant positive cluster between 132 and 222 ms in frontal electrodes.
Furthermore, stimulation of pSTG/STS revealed a significant negative cluster in
centro-parietal electrodes between 164 – 380 ms. In summary, the results reveal an
early frontal effect of TMS in the IFG and a later centro-parietal effect for stimulation
of the pSTG/STS (see SI Figure 5). These findings based on non-parametric cluster-

8

tests confirm our findings from the initial analysis where electrode ROIs were
selected based on previous findings in the literature and our pilot study.

SI Figure 5: Results of the independent cluster-based permutation test depicting the
interaction between TMS and verb predictability, separately for each effective TMS
condition.
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